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Christian Group
To Fete Athletes
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Freshman Picked
As College Queen

fo~c~:p~~~~~e~

JXS1'RUICTJON NUMBEU 72, by Jose de Rivera, is part of the
the UNM l~ine .\rts Museum expOsition of 20th cenIJ'Iel!lphue. The work, done in "stainless 11lee.l is motorized and
Rirera two years to make. (LOBO photo by llindely.)

LOBO. Mirage

session of Student
and SenaU! will be held
r ~tm~1le~ work on the
~,
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BudgelsEarmatkt'd
Council's !Jropo~~ed
bas the following earSpuker's
Program
NSA Tutorial, $3l3.13 ;
Court $605; Students for
St dSociety, $1,500; and
u e~t Loan, $1,000..
hst i~ on page 4,
upon thc llnal apof the Ptopoll(!d constitubecoStudent
Council budget
me the Student
Senate
and the ASUNM 'rreasOr

a!~~~~~~==

to the Pl:oper accounts
P~posed allocation to th~

rogram Directorate ls
for $240 which are to
~~ nJagazine subscrlp·
appara)s $850 grant
upon. chut•tcring.
~el\ l'(!cmnnumded
0 ~, $2,450. 'l'he funds
, Ptogram fotrh those portions
academic at do not in·
l!e
credit."
h[::tnendcd $17,S01i
IC D~pnr~ment hns u
aUocatiolt 0 £ $17,.
•or 1,•• , al'e ~lll'mnrked to
J. 01'Ch~atra, opera,
eas Sandoval m·

I

I'

iI

'

bla<lget.

i~ma oti the budget

undecided. Council and
agreed on all but the
allocations: Council
$100 for ACOHR
$International Club, and
Lu Campanas. St>nate
for ll1c three organ$100, 90(), and $175 re-
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~ethdepurtmcnt. will
mua ~ funds only if
.''UUh•l· lc Practice l'OOlllll
has

"IOCitH••

our

no..:

FLYING &tudt1118 oheek
lowo;
rates. /uk abc>ut the 16.00 lntrtiduef<!ry
olfor. Many additional featur011 at no
extra CGO!t. Call Southwestern Skywon,

DATES WANTED. Compatible dat;;;;;;;

=~JaW:,Iid
bbA~~AtG;t-,.A!>plloatloM
v7~
. rom
.., u .., J:, 0, Do~
1G .,, Albuquerque, N.M, 87103, 4/lS, 18,

20, llL

World's Finest Dress Slaclcs
at Casual Slack Prices!
FAA~~~~~Af~~~sc~.~~~~~~L~Ls~!~~:;.t"' FaraPreaa l l .NEVER NEED IRONING

compe~ition.

Contest is not new
The 1966 Pageant will be the
twelfth year that a National Coilege Queen has been chosen
.Amon~ students and educators
ahke, thts annual event has hecome recognized as a significant
search to find and to honor the
n~tion's most outstanding college
gtrl.
Dl!ring the National Finals, the
candtdates are tested on their intelligenc~; thei~ . general knowledge, thetr qualities of Ieade1•ship,
and personality. During the Pagcant in New York the college
girls participate in a series of
forums.
The candidates discuss education, campus life, CUl'l'ent events,
art, literature, fashions, career
and
other

Is Coiled Positions Open
Union
Has
Facilities
~ish Budget On Publications

''•

•

~toi~e

UQNM's
e ueen. e IS
comi~- c ' sh~ was 0 !'1 the h.omef· h g committee, VIce-prestdent
~nic e~ef:;~f: class and a panhell·. .
.
Edwma ~nuth 1s the alternate
I'epresentattve for the University.
The judges for the contest
were: Lt. Robert Fugate, NROTC, Mike Montgomery, LOBO
staff member, Chuck Lanier Associate Editor of the Mirage: and
Chuck Nolan, LOBO staff memher.
Miss Schoen will compete in the
New Mexico contest for outstanding college student. If she wins
she will then be flown to New
~or~ City fot; ten days of quest10mng, partymg and judging to
win some $5000 in prizes and a
trip to Europe.
During the questioning Miss
Schoen gave direct, to the point
answers.
She said she just went to the
contest for the mere experience
of talking in front of people. "I
hardly thought I would win," she
said, It's unbelievable."
The Nati(lnal College Queen
a Tr' D It
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.
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Lobo Track Team Takes a Rest;
5 Travel to Memphis for Relays·

' I

Students fur a Democratic
Society will spom;or another soul
session this afternoon in 'the
Uni11n .

.Monday, 4JIHI 18, 1966

On April 22 the local chapter
of the Fellow$hip of Christian Compete on Saturday
Athletes will hold a Chuck Wagon
Dinner to culminate its membership drive for this year, publicity
chairman L. F. "Tow" Deim has
announced.
·
The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes is a non-denominational
The UNM dual track team will ran a 1:24.4 in exhibition here
national movement whose primary take the weekend off but five mem- earlier in the season. Rivers holds
purpose is to confront athletes and bers of the undefeated squad will the school record in the 220 yard
coaches and through them the participate in the Civitan Relays dash with a :20.5 while Matison
A&L
youth of the nation with the chal- in Memphis, Tenn., Saturday has run a wind-aided :21.0 while
J. Jonos, Mgr.
lenge and adventure of following night.
Singer's best in the 220 is :21.8
Christ in the fellowship of the
Coach Hugh Hackett will enter with a :21.9 by Caminiti.
.£ C DISCOUNT TO
church.
both a 440 and 880 relay team
:Brannon holds the school mark
STUDENTS ON REG &
Co"':boy Coach Will Speak
plus Jeff Brannon in the high in the high jUlll]) witJt a 6-10 leap,
AlSO, flail $1.00 '
501 VAlE S.E.
Chief speaker at the dinner will jump. The relays will be made up although his best this 'Season is
be Dallas Cowboy head football of Bernie Rivers, Steve Caminiti, 6-8. The senior from Newville,
coach, Tom Landry. The Cowboys Jim Singer and Rene MatisonAla., stands but 5-7l.i..
are in the National Football
Best Is :40.1
League.
The Lobo quartet l1as run the
Diem said the immediate pur- 440 telay in :40.7, although the
pose of the chapter is "to send 40 best this season by New Mexico
boys and two coaches to summer is :40.1. The :40.7 clocking was
camp at Estes Park, Colo. Here in San Diego, Calif., in a three
there will be an emphasis on re- way meet with San Diego State
ligion, but there will also be some and the Long Beach 49er track
athletics for the boys."
club and the Lobos broke the old
Diem said that 10 athlete$ from Balboa Stadium record which -wa:; UNIII are now active in the or- :41.3, set in 1958.
ganization with Stan Quintana
The running of the 880 relay
the most recent member.
will be the first this season for
New Mexico although the I..obos
35 Signed t;:'p
" We haven't had much emphasis," Diem continued, "on recruitPublic Needs Talk
ing athletes in the high school
Steve Caminiti
A
discussion
of "Reclaiming the
and college ranks, c;r coaches, but
we have been fairly successful in American Dream," by Richard C. •
the business community with ap- Cornuelle, sponsored by the I.aw
proximately 35 now signed up." School, will be held Wednesday,
OR
The fellowship began in 1954 April 20, in :Moot Court room of
when its first executive director Bratton Hall at 8 p.m. The disand founder, Don McClanen, met cussion,
U;htw<ti;l . Mo•orcyclft
featuring Rep. David F.
with Dr. Louis H. Evans, and Cargo, Richard
W.
Kirschner
and
other interested laymen, clergy,
Prof Paul Thirkildsen, will debate
and athletes to share in the dream private
versus gov•
of such a program and to raise ernrnentorganizations
agencies.
sufficient funds to launch it.
One of the primary goals of the
fellowship Diem said was "to
Inter-American Forum
show juvenile delinquents that
The Inter Ameriean Forum of
there is something better than
their actions at present and that soeial studie'S will meet Monday,
Com. in any day for fRE5 rl<ling
the nation's leaders are the Chris· April ~8, at 7:30 p.m. in Room
fflllructions
thm RENT a cordrn
tion athletes.''
day of sport and od...,,l~r• " ••
250-D of the Union. Dr. WoodHas Famous Members
house will speak on "Social
CUSHMAN MOTORS
The fellowship includes such
333 SAN PEDRO, N.e.
prominent athletes as former Ar- Change and Its Implications In
Latin
America.''
A
bwsiness
meet265~7953
kansas halfback, Ken Hatfield·
~lorida quarterback Steve Spur: ing will precede the lecture.
"Rontol!npr; CP£1<. S'J'<DA'f"
ner; Alabama stars Bo Crane and ~.~~~~,~·~~~~~cc~~~···.·'=·-=-~~--=-----~-::::::::::::~~~~~~~~~~~~
Steve Sloan; Baylor coach John
Bridgers (president of the fellows~ip); and Don Shinnick, the
Baltimore Colts defensive linebacker.
Connie Alexander, f~:::"l''er voice
?f the Lobos and now prominent
111 Southwest Conference broadcasting, is the local president of
the fellowship.
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OUR SIXTY-SEVEN1'H YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

EDITOR PAUL COUEY
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il recomo~ $14,741. Ae·

ea!~lbllslnncl.s~tcontln~ent
'
of an In~
will lnefiresentntlvea
:~salon ls scheduled
tho au:aol in tho north
non.

Applications for the poaition
of editor for the summer LOBO,
regular LO:BO, MIRAGE, and
THUNDERBIRD are now avail' able.
. .....
They may be pit'ked up on the
bulletin OO.rd in the Student
Publications wing of the journal·
ism l:uilding. The applil.'ations
must tc turned in. by noon April
26, to either Dr. Huber's office in
the stadium building or New Student Publication!! lmsinelll! office.
A leltt!r will be accepted as an
application.
LOBO editor reeeivt'S $125 per
month and :MIRAGE editor's
salary is $100 per month. $50 per
isaue is given to the THUNDERBIRD editor. Summer LOBO edi·
tor receives $35 for eight is:!Ues.
Any student with at least a
2.3 grade point average may ap·
ply.
~~

Neta Coesf·er
Is for Senate

Misll Neta
Cocstcr, a junior
majoring in bio·
logy, h a 8 announced her candidacy for senator. Miss Coes·
tcr is a mcmb~r
of Kappa Kupp11
namma sorority
of which she is
v i c e president,
She hns served in senate for two
years In whielt she has been on
the evaluation connnittcc and the
11teering connnitttlc. She . is al~o
repreaentnlive ft·onl the Women s
reaidence hltlls.
In a statement to tltc LOBO
Miss Col!lltcr said: I believe that
l can offer representation forlli
two forms of cumpus life. As a
member of my sorority and n
t:I!Jlresentativc of the dorms I
hope that may eXtlericncc . will
be of help to the new government.
I would like to sec more ceo·
nontic support form .studNJt governlncnt :Cor the Student Faculty
Association Committee, nnd the
Frcl! University.
·
And J would also like to sec
more participation and supp?rt
trom UNM in tho New Mextco
Anociation of College Student
Governmenta. Another thing
which I would like to see Is. an•
other conference on the Umver·
ilty like tho now that WAll held

last year.

Would the coed who has been
checking periodically at the lost
and found booth in the Union,
please 'heck once more? Her almost new bowling shoe has been
turned in, Julia McPeak, the
keeper of "found" missing articles
reports.
Mrs. McPeak urges anyone who
Jms lost an item recently to visit
the booth from 11:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday; 7 to 8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and from 9:30 a.m.
until noon Saturday.

All candidates in the stu- ,,
dent body elections Friday
must provide ten students to
man the polling places. Elections Committee member
Billy Jo Miller told the
LOBO yesterday that each
"volunteer" will be expected to
work one hour.
Miss Miller said it will take a
total of 240 man hours to man
the polling places. Candidates
can turn in their lists of "volunteers" to ASUNM Secretary Hazel Ann Isgar or to Chairman of
the Elections Committee Ward
Koeberle.
Following is a list of candidates in the April 22 elections:
for president, Dan Dennison and
Jess Sandoval; fo1· vice-president
Jim McAdams; for NSA Coordinator, Tom Joule; for Senate, Bill
Carr, Gordon Church, Pat Davidson, Sam Bratton, Karen Abraham, Penni Adrian, Rusty Babington, Arthu1· Beach, Marci Bowman, Cheryl Fossum, Pat Holder.
Lynna Joseph, Lois Mayland,
Lenny Miele, Steven Part, Donald Roberton, :Mary Jo Rymer,
Chriss Silleroy, John Thorson,
Coleman Travelstead, Chuck WorThomas Toppino, Nooley
Rineheardt, Mary Quirrnbach,
Baker Morrow, Charles Miller,
Wally Melandres, Bob :McGeorge,
Jim Leonard, James Johnson,
Tom Horn, Sally Grosuenor, Steven van Dresser, Jack Dillon, Neta
Coester, LeRoy Brimhall, and
Richard Bolton.

--:;~

Crenshaw Resigns
As Nursing Dean

Pre-Med Society

Sam Carnes
Is lor Senate

I,

ley,

For lost and Found

Pre-Med Society will have a
meeting Tuesday, April 19, at
7:30 p.m. in Room 231-B of the
Union. Election of officers will
he held at this time.

Committee Rules
Con~idotes Must
Provrde .Yiorkers

Karen Schoen

Lynna Joseph
Is for Senate

Dr. Virginia Crenshaw has resigned as Dean of the College of
Nursing. However, she will remain on the faculty in a teaching
position.
Dean Crenshaw said she decided to leave the admintstrative
post in order to devote her full
time to classroom teaching. A
successor as dean has not yet been
named.

Charles Miller
IS lor Senate ·;,.,.

..
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NEWS ROUNDUP

,,

By United Press International
Catholics Support Ky G9vernment
SAIGON - The Vietnamese
government of Premier Nguyen
Cao Ky received a show of support from several thousand Roman Catholics outside Saigon yesterday.
About 3,000 persons snarled
traffic on the B.ien Hoa highway
some 15 miles north of the capital.
They expressed satisfaction with
the government's declaration last
week that elections for a civilian
leadership would be held within
three. to five months.
The Catholics also demanded
the Communists be exclud!!d from
the ,national assembly and persons in Viet Cong controlled areas
not be allowed to vote.
-&-

The committee .chairman, Sen
J. William Fulbright, is openly
hostile to U.S. policy in that
Asian country.
-o-More UFO's Spotted Across U.S.
PITTSBURGH -.An unidentified flying object was spotted
early yesterday morning over
parts of southern Michigan, east·
ern Ohio, and western Pennsylvani~~o. An object was sighted at
about 5 a.m. by two sheriff's deputies in Ohio. One of them, Dale
Spaur, said the UFO ·was "about
30 to 45 feet in diameter (and)
traveled at speeds from 80 to 100
miles an hour." The former Air
Force gunner l!aid the object was
the brightest thing he had ever
seep. Three rubbish collectors in
Michigan also reported sighting
an object so bright "you couldn't
look straight at it.''

Germany Challanges France on
NATO
BONN, W. Germany - West
German Foreign Minister Ger.
hard Schroe4er intends to corner
France today on what role French
NATO troops will play in West
Germany.
Schroeder meets in Bonn with
Dr. Monis Freedman, profesFrench Foreign Minister Maurice sor and staff member in the. UNM
De Murville. They will discuss English department since 1955,
. .
• tthe purpose of the German-based h as accepted
.
a s1m11ar appom
armed forces. supplied by France Inent at the University of Marythrough NATO. Germany's. call )and for 1966-67•
.• .
for a definitive Fl'ench statement
Dr•. Fl'eedman. who earned. h1s ··
on the l'Ole of the 75,000 troops doctorate at Columbia Univel'sity
is being supported by both the in 1953, was fol'lDerly assoeiate·
U)~d States and Britain.
editol' of Commentart Magazine,
-o-At the Univel'Sity here he was
Rusk Testifies on T.V. Today
one of the pl'ofessol's instrumental
CAPITOL HILL-Secretary of in starting the honol'S progn.m.
State Dean Rusk testifies today His principal teaching subjects
before the Senate Foreign Rela- are creative writing, modenr
tions committee. His appeal'ance, drama and the works of John
to be nationally televised, may Milton.
ovel'Shadow all else on Capitol
During his 11 yeal's on the ·
-this week.
campus, he has authol'ed such
The Senate committee is hold- books as "Chaos in Our Colleges,"
ing hearings on Pl'esident John- "Confessions of a Conformist,"
son's l'equest for authority to "Essays in the Modern Dl'ama,"
spend $3.39-billion on foreign aid. "Contemporary Controvel'Sy" with
But the main topic at today's Paul Davis, and many articles in
hearing is bound to centel' on scholarly and critical journals.
U.S. policy in the Viet Nam war His ·"The Moral Impulse," a critiand the political turmoit in South cism of modem drama, is due for
VietNam.
publication this year.

freedman to leave
UNM for MaryIand

' '

' "
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Monday, Aprill8, 1966
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Lusk Supporters
Will Stage Rally
.

'

A statewide ol'ganization of
teachers and students supporting
the candidacy of Gene Lusk for
the Democratic pomination for
governor has recently been
formed. The organization will
stage a huge rally Tuesday night,
April 19, 7:80 p.m., at the Lusk
for goverpor. headquarters located
at the corner of Girard and Central NE. All univel'sity students
and professors are cordially in·
vited to attend, as Mr. Lusk will
speak on issues concerning education programs, university freedom and student rights.
Dl'. David Hamilton of the economics department and Dr. Willis
Jacobs of the English department
are. heading up the UNM pl'ofessors' group supporting the for-

Who· is the Ugliest Man on
campus? Would you believe you
could get a $10.00 gift certificate
for 25 cents? These and. much
more will be accomplished during
UNM's Campus Chest week which
starts today. The above are just
two of a wide variety of events
which will take place this week.
The Ugly Man contest, sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, will
run throughout this week. Each
organization on campus has nominated a candidate. Pictures appear on the bulletin boards in the
Union lobby, with voting conducted at the APO booth through
i ~Y placed in the various jars
with the nominees' names on
them.
Also running thl'oughout the
week is the Campus Chest Wishing Well (by the Education Complex), and the competition between the groups at UNM.
On Tuesday, April19, a Penny
Walk wm rnn from the Union to
Mitche11 Hall. Students will be
asked to place their loose change
on the .8trips down the sidewalk,
Ul'ged on by pretty girls.
Wednesday, April20, a Chinese
Auction will be held from 9:30
until 4 p.m. in the cafeteria of
the Union. This is the big event
of the week. The auction is held
on a basis of time. Every time
a pel'son "bids," be places 25
cent$ .in a jar canied by a flool'
wa'llrer throughout the cafeteria.
At the sound of a buzzer, the last
person to have bid and placed his
money in the jal', gets the item
otrued. A band will be on hand,
and students will have the opportunity ot obtaining everything
from clothing to early registration
numbers.
Monday1• April 18 collections
will be made throughout the campus, in the dorms and in class
buildings,
Friday, April 22, KNMD will
sponsor a live bl'oadcast from the
Union Catetel'ia, pl'oviding live
entertainment and music by the
sidewinden and giving results of
.student government elections,

5002 GIBSON BLVD. S,E.
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

PH. 255-1647

PRESCRIPTIONS - SICK ROOM SUPPLIES - .RENTAL AND SALE PF
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS,

BILL COSBY
America's Foremost Contemporary Comedian
..................

·

Appearing

IN PERSON
(Star of 'I SPY~
TV Series)

:~d:J:!;.senate majority leader's
Mike Rosenberg and Chuck
Wellborn of the UNM Law School
are co-chairmen of the growing
student organization, "Lobos fol'
Lusk." Mr. Lusk has accentuated
he has repeatedly asked for the
support of s tudent s as we11 as
teachel'S
Refre~hments will .be served
folloWing the question and .answer
session .
·

Also Featuring

"THE BEN CHAVEZ
RYTHMAIRES"
SATURDAY
APRIL 23-8:15 P.M.

-·~--~----

JOHNSON GYMNASIUM
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Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National CitY- Banks

JUNE 20 TO AUGUST 27

7 WMk Session
For Gr•du.tes Only
JULY 11 TO AUGUST 27
LANGUAGES AND CIVIUZATIONS
of China. France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Russia and Spain (native
Instructors).
Elementary and lntermedllte
courses, 16 units, Intermediate and
advanced courses, 12 units. Upper
division courses, 12 units. Grad·
uate courses, 8 units.
'I"'LITICAL AlnS. Comprehensive
prqrams comblnlns fundamental
courses with area studies on West·
ern Europe, Russia . and EAostern
Europe, Far East, Near EAost, and
Letln America.
8achefor of Arts 1nd Master of
Arts In lansuaaes 1nd civilizations
and In political arts.

1966<67 Academic Year
Fall Semester: September 26, 1966
to January 21, 1967.
Sprlns Semester: Fel!ru•ry 6, 1967
to May 27, 1967.
Accredited by the Western A-1•

tlen of

Sc~ llncl

COl.....

Lllaeral Art• Institution.

IS •

For lnformetlon wrltl to:

Offl~•

of Adml?siona

}77

THE
MONTERIV INSTITUTE
OF FOREIGN STUDIES
Post Office Box 710
MONTEREY; CALIFORNIA, 93942
telephone (4CI8) 313·4779

Collegiate Press Service
. "Contrary to popular belief, the
s1ze of a college or university
seems to have little correlation
with the incidence of organized
protests by liltudents," the ediwrs
of "College and University Business'' have concluded after a !lUrvey.
The s~rvey, however, was limited, The magazine only requested
material from 732 college presidents and of these only 328 responded.
39 Were Organized
Of the 328 who replied, only 39
reported any "organized protest
or demonstrations" by students.
Some · 272 reported no organized
protests but several ronceded
that "students have protested
some administration policies,"
The magazine reported that of
the 39 reporting detnonstratipns
nine had less than 1,000 enroll~
-ment, nine were in the 1,000 to
2,500 enrollment range, six in the
· 2,500 to 5,000 category, three in
the 5,000 to · 10,000 range, and
. three had more than 10,000 students. Nine did not report' enl'ollment.
·
Food Protested
The lal'gest number of demonstrations l'eported -. 13 - centered around food service. The
second most frequent complaint
was not being involved in the
policy-making
Pl'Ocess - 11
schools.
On the basis of their figures,
the editors concluded that "contrary to current news l'eports, the
pl'oblems of civil rights, academic
freedom, corporate structure, or
political activity by students are
little mentioned as causes of student demonstrations.''

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M. STUDENTS.

Saturday, April 23, and Sunday April 24 the film ''Raintree
County" will be shown in the
Union and proceeds will be donated to Campus Chest.

10 WHk Summu S.11ion

Colleges Isolated
From Protests

CLINICAL PHARMACY

.

The
Monterey Institute
of Foreign Studi~

Monday, April18,1966

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

. fumpus Chest Week Starts Today;
Drive Marked by Various Events

.

~·

~- ,.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

.. ,.·

-,~
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•..until you lose them!
Other leading travelers checks, like First
National City tr~elers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
Bot if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and time-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wait?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

checks, you don't have to worry. There are more
than 20.000 places around the world authorized
to give you a last refund-right on the spot!
First National City travelers checks come from
the leader in world·wide banking, and have
been in use over 60 years. They are known and
accepted in more than a miflion shops, hotels,
restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over.
Next time you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks.
They cost just one cent per dollar.

First National City Bank Travelers Checks
Sold by banks everY.where

Lynna Joseph
Is f~r,Senate
from

(Continued

Page 1)

of campus life that will be all encompassing.
I have been active in student
government for two years and I
feel that I have a working knowledge that can be directed to initiate new programs that will be of
the most benefit to the students.
I sincerely urge that all students
vote in the election and to remember that student government is
your government and can be only
as strong as you wish it to be.

Medical Library
Awarded Grant
The UNM Library of Medical
Sciences has been advised by the
National Library of Medicine that
the NLM Boal'd of Regents has
approved a -$160,000 research
g.-ant for UNM.
The grant will be used over a
period of three years for l'esearcb
in the Use of computers in library
operations and fol' l'etrieving' ill·
fol'mation.
The UNM Medical Library has
received international recognition
as the first completely mechanized
library. The library is now using
•
punched card data processing
methode fol' its records. Two new
computel's will be installed this
summer.
The principal investigator for
the computer study is Robert T.
Divett, associate professor of
medical bibliography and the librarian ot the school of medicine.
This is the second research
grant appl'oved by NLM. The first
award tor research was made to
Yale University for a similar
study. The National Library of
Medicine also has made training
gl'ant aw11rds to• the Uni~ersity . •
of Tennelaee and :Waslungton

· .Unfvflrsity in St. Louie•.
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Teaching Skill Considered
For Salaries, Steedy Says
Collegiate Press Service
. One of the first documented reports on faculty opinion of the
weight given publishing and
teaching ability in determining
promotions and salary l'aises appears in the current issue of the
NEA Journal.
It has been suggested in the
past that the supposed great emphasis on publ~shing as a ground
for promotions is really true only
at a relatively few of the nation's
colleges and universities.
Samples Taken
11). a representative sampling
of faculty members in all types of
institutions, it was found that almost the same percentage thought
teaching was the primary factor
in determining promotion as those
who thought the major emphasis
was on publishing.
There were 1,800 respondents
from degree-granting colleges and
universities and 1,200 from junior
colleges.
Approximately one in four
(25.9 per cent) of these faculty
members think that publishing
has more bearing on promotion
th~n teaching abilit.y has; more
than one in three (84.2 per cent)
believe that teaching ability has
more bearing; and the l'est indicated that publishing and teach-

ing ability are of equal importance.
Comparison Made
For example, those teaching in
the humanities are more likely
than those in the other fields to
think that teaching ability is the
primary consideration in their colleges and universities.
The size and type of the institution also seems t() influence
faculty beliefs about promotion.
For example, faculty members
from small and from non-public
institutions tend to think that
teaching carries g1•eater weight
than do those from large public
institutions.
·
No Indication
The responses from junior college faculty members indicate that
the criteria for promotion in their
institutions may be significantly
different from the criteria used in
four-year ·colleges and universities.
Less than one in five of the
junior college faculty members

COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE

OLD TOWN

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
Phcme 242-0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer

who reaponded thought publishing
had a major effect on promotion.
Exhibition by

-

ALEXANDER WILSON

First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

la PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.

On M'ay14, 21, and June 3, the Selective Service System is administering to high
Schaal seniars and college undergraduate and graduate students the Selective Serv·
ice College Q~~lification Test, Your score on this Test will determine in11arge measure
whether you will be drafted or permitted to 'remain in college to obtain your degree.
. How t~ ~~ss SREC!IYE SERYICE Co/leg~ Qualification Test by 1ack Rudman
1s the def1mt1ve book (JUSt published) that Will enable you to pass this Test.

~-----------------------~--------------------~~
College Publishing Corp. NYC delivery add 5'/a sales Ia>< plus 25¢ I
p 132livingston Street
. ·
postage and handling for each book, 1

1
I
1

Brooklyn N.Y.tt 2o1. 212 ULsl 0 r2•8600 Outside NYC add Ia~ applicablc plus
'
25¢ postage and hand long for each book.
I
Please send me
NAME
1.,..,.,.
copies of SELECTIVE SERVICE
r College Qualification Test at $3.95 ca.
ADDRESS

I
I

tURQUOISE JEWELRY

Indeed, the vast majority ._.(97.7
per cent) reported that pubfi:nUng
canied little or. no weight at their
institutions.

Check or Money Order enclosed.
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Take a friend to coDege
with you this week.
lt's true. Only 2.7 percent of the people in
the United States are in co\lege today. Only
.013 percent are in New M~xico colleges.
And only .005 percent of the people in the
nation go to the University of New Mexico.
Pretty exclusive.
But don't be snobbish about it. Why not invite
a friend to go to college with you one day this
week?

.

And while you're at it, why not bring your friend
by The College Inn. We aren't snobs, either.
Oh, it's true we've had the president of the
student government, class presidents, and all
living at The College Inn. But we've also had
boys and girls who weren't anybody living
here. And I mean, anybody.

We've had people who worked at things

.,

you've never even heal'd.of. Like Yo-Yo

winders, pogo stick lubricators, piggy bank
guards, meteorologists for kite flying clubs,
bobby pin reconditioners, pennant pressers
and mechanical rabbit breeders.
•
They lived at The College Inn because of the
reasonable rates. They studied hard in the
"quiet" lounge, ate lots of our good food,
enjoyed our fine recreation facilities, our airconditioning, maid service, and everything.

I

And today, they are the foremost Yo-Yo
winders, pogo stick lubricators, piggy bank
guards, bobby pin reconditioners, etc., in
the country•
That's America for you.

I
.,
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Make reservations now for summer and fall
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AN URGENT PLEA
.

The following telegram was
setn to Vice-President Hubert H.

•

•

•

Havmg come to the reabzatJOn
of the futility of war I am voluntarily refusing to }lay what I owe.
Again, I do not believe that I
shall ever support any war, "'lnywhere, except nonviolently as I
did in the Southern Freedom
Movement for over two years.
I am ready to accept the consequences of my actions.
Allen Fairfax Cooper

•
•
d 1
With Voice and now ec are our
in.tention to. run independently for
t
ffi
our respec IVIl o ces.
Sincerely yours,
Dan Dennison, Candidate
ASUNM President
Jim Mcadams, Candidate
ASUNM Vice President

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson Humphrey in care of the Kirtland
Air Force Base Commander preManaging Editor __:_----------------··--"'---------- Barbara Warne sented on Humphrey's arrival in
~usiness Supervisor ------------------------------ Richard French Albuquerque yesterday. It was
sent on behalf of the UNM chapAdvertising M~ager -------------------------------- Richard Pfaff ter
of Students for a Democratic
Morning Editor -------------------------------------- Bob Storey
Society.
HEED YOUR CONSCIENCE.
Sports Editor --~-------------··---------------------- Paul Couey
YOU KNOW ITS A CIVIL WAR.
Staff Writers: Bill Waid, Ann Lehnhausen, Thomas Ormsby, Tish WE URGENTLY PLEAD. NE·
AN ENDORSEMENT
Granger.
GOTIATE WITH THE NATION· . To: LOBO
.
Business Staff: JoAnn Judith Bailey, secretary. James T. Bezemek, AL LIBERATION FRONT. STOP
Once again the student body
eircnlation manager. Richard McDonald, mail clerk.
THE KILLING AND BRING of UNM finds itself faced with
.
Staff; Lynne Frindell, Yola Gradi, Mike Montgomery, Kay Ambabo, THE. BOYS HOME.
the task of electing student body
Chuc:liWoland.
·
Some 1,600 nurses and 1,400
Students for Democratic officers for the coming year. This
' year the need to elect qualified doctors have been invited to the
Society
people is crucial as they will be Obstetric, Gynecologic and Neo.
UNM chapter
responsible :for running a new nata] Nursing Conference at
and untried form of student gov- UNM and Western Skies, April
REFUSES TO PAY
THE CASE FOR COLONIALISM
ernment.
22-24.
Dear Sir:
Therefore, it will be necessary
The meeting is sponsored by
THE WORD COLONIALISM, but more specifically the
Because of war being waged by to elect not only people who have the UNM College of Nursing, the
my government in Viet Nam, in had experience, but who have the New Mexico Nurses Association,
bad connotation it carries, has nearly plunged a large part the
Dominican Republic and more· foresight and initiative to seek .and District 8 of the American
subtly in other areas of the world, answers which are not apparent College of Obstreticians and
of the contempo~ world into chaos.
.
I am re:t'using to pay my income and to act when the time is right. Gynecologists.
Several UNM :faculty members
When the wave of nationalism swept the world, there tax that is due o:t' me for the year We feel that only one of the an1965. I believe that I will continue nounced candidates for the office are on the program-including Dr.
was a rush among the former colonial powers to get rid of to refuse until such time as I feel of President of the Associated Eileen Flynn, professor of nurstheir suddenly embarrassing possessions by hook or crook I can in good conscience support Students of UNM meets both of ing; Dr. Harold Lavender, Dean
my government through the in- the above criteria: Dan Dennison.· of Students, and Dr. Robert Munto avoid the labels of raciSts, colonialists, and imperialists, come tax.
Mr. Dennison has been active sick, chairman of the department
My position is not unlike that not only 'in student government of obstetrics in the School of
etc.
of the conscientious objector vis- on this campus, but has had a Medicine.
great deal of experience in New
e
a-vis
the draft and war.
Dieposed of as if in a :fire-sale, a world-wide scattering
Mexico
student
politics.
He
helped
"Quisicosas
Nuevo
Mejicanos"
At some future date I may be
of fledgling nations often fell into the hands of an ambitious willing to pay that percentage of found the State Association and -Riddles and Realities of New
now serving as its first pres. Mexico-is a new educational pro, tyrannicaJ few or to the communists whose pie-in-the-sky my income tax · which is being . is
ident.
Dan has been a member of gram to be broadcast in Spanish
used for non-military purposes
i.··. philosophy was accepted on faith by surprising millions.
again when I can in good con. the Student Council for two years over radio KABQ.
and has served the campus in a - The program will be presented
science do so.
number
of other ways. He is pres- each Sunday at 1 p.m: by Prof.
THE NATIONS who are responsible for this situation,
I am aware of the penalties ently the Student Body Treasurer Pelayo H. Fernandez, of the UNM
' the former colonial powers, have done a tremendous injus- provided by willful refusal to pay and in this capacity bas always modern and classical languages
taxes on earnings and income. kept the best interests of the stu- department.
tice to the democratic ideals the majority of them suppos- Section 2703 of the IRS code dents
in mind.
--------•
makes it puishable by $10,000 fine
Dan's running mate is Jim Mcedly represent.
and up to one year in prison, plus Adams. Jim's qualifications are
equally impressive. Jim has
There shouldn't be anything wrong with colonialism if it costs of prosecution.
I feel a deep sense of respon- served wiht distinction in Senate,
+, is administered by an advanced country over a hopelessly
sibility for my government's ac- on Council, and on Radio Board.
tions and am deeply saddened by On Radio Board Jim has worked
backward one when there·' is a definite
eommittment
to
demo'
A Russian-born professor of
the wanton destruction of human
hours for the establishment electrical
will speak
, · cratic principles and the eventual self-government of the liVIlS that my government does in many
of an FM radio station to benefit here in theengineering
Electrical Engineering
~my. name.
.
the
"tudent
body
•
.Jim
will
make
latter. In fact, colonialisui is probSbJy the only ho~ a blickRoom· 201 on M-dar,
. an outstanding vice-president. Building
April
18,
at 2:30 p.m.
1 wa!ds area has in order to catch up with the contemporary
Jim McAdams and Dan Dennison
He is Dr. Lotfi A. Zadeh, prohave the potential to lead UNM's fessor of electrical engineering at
RELIGIOUS
students through a productive and the University of California at
beneficial year.
.
THOUGHTS
Berkeley, where he serves as
Colonialism is inevitably confused with the perverse merWe would like to recommend chairman of the department.
wholeheartedly Mr. Dan Dennison
chantalic interpretation of it. Colonialism need not be imby Charle$ Spooner
Dr. Zadeh will speak on "Fuzzy
for the next Student Body Presi- Sets and Certain New Notions in
perialist, it could be of benefit to both parties involved. It
dent and Mr. Jim McAdams for System Theory.''
The goodies of the Easter the Student Body Vice-President.
could provide an outlet for investment capital and a source
Zadeh was born in Baku, RusNeta Coester, Melinda
~·
bunny and the tans of the spring
sia
in 1921. He studied at the
, of raw materials to one nation as well as being a source of vacation will soon fade away. We
White, Sam Carnes, Tom
University
of Teheran and Camlsgar, Tom Miller, John
technical knowhow, manpower, industrial resources aud cap- will be taking the peace and easibridge
University.
After joining
Thorson, Jerry Reed,
ness of the vacation and transfer'
the
engineering
department
stoff
Eilene Prewitt, Chris
. ip.l to another. Per~ps, ~e word colonialism itself isn't ring it into the despair and tur•
at
Columbia'University
as
an
inSilleroy Pat Davidson
moil
of
school
again.
Such
a
pity
structor,
he
earned
his
Ph.D.
de~ suited for a neo-colonist's aDDS.
Fred Seligson
to have the goodies, tan and peace
gree there in 1949.
{• THE CHROME PLATED capital cities of the vast ma- be gone so soon.
REGRETFULLY YOURS
We should have been reminded
jority of these new nations do not fool nuiny people. Scratch during the vacation of a godly Dear Editor:
It is with deep regret that we
beyond the surface, walk a mile outside their limits and man's crucifixion and resurrection.
The event of this man's life has decline the nominations for As·
~ the observer will find poverty, misery, and life just a notch been forgotten through nineteen .sociated Students President and
This man was Jesus Associated Students ·Vice PresiTwelve students in the Career
4&bcwc.a primitive hunting-gathering culture. Yet the world centuries.
Christ. If we believe in the mem· dent offered us by the Voice of Scholars Program have been
goes on its way sated by an illusion. It doesn't see beyond ory of Jesus Christ and in the Students Party and withdraw awarded $250 summer fellowships,
truth of John 3:16: ..For God so from its membership. Having Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, program
the chrome p1ate, the illusion's too pleasant.
loved the world, that he gave liis been charter members of Voice director, announced.
only begotten Son, that whoso· and having actively participated
Career Scholars is a special
SO A NATION of tribal groups, whose vast majority of ever
believeth in his should not both as members and candidates, project,
underwritten as an ex. peoples are so hopelessly ignOrant and traditionally savage perish, but have everlasting life," it is with some authority that we periment for three years by the
then we could possess eternal life.· say that the party is no longer Ford Foundation, for academically
.
that they are beyond any reelamational value to a sophisHere we are in school and so the party which swept two gen- gifted undergraduates who want
ticated society other than those whose government is noth- much of the spring vacation is eral elections and numerous minor to become college teachers.
fading away. The lesson that elections. The events of this weel;::
The summer awards, Dr. Rosening more than a private corporation monopolized by· a few could be learned front Jesus were the final degrading blow
blum said, will help them acceler- ,
. greedy and power crazy individuals, is given a seat in the Christ's standpoint is that there after a· long period of frustration ate their master's degree program.
are some things that can be ever- and ineffectiveness. We feel that
This is the last year for the
United Nations and dealt with by everyone as if it .were lasting in life. The true Christians we can no longer be associated Ford
Foundation program. Next
'
M\
of today should have Easter type
fall the project will evolve into a
.,u
·
France,
Great
Britain,
or
the
United
tates.
tic
experiences every day, not just
departmental honors program,
incorporating aspects of ~be exIt is too late to do anything else other than try to im- once a year or once a week.
19i
Eternal means everlasting. If
periment that proved most eft'ecprove these backward natfuns through their present gov- life is eternal then the Christians
tive, Dr. Rosenblum I,Ulid;
m
should
be
experiencing
Easter
Jeanne Grealish, mezzo-soprano,
' el1l2fi.Plts. The task would not be as easw as if there were every day, and the agnostic
will be presented in recital at
Mt
a direct control over improvement programs such as a co- should be having some things last UNM April18. Her appearance in
2e
the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Ionial power would have. Progress will then be painfully eternally.
Yes, we have started anew in Center will be one of several the
Ti slow.
An entirely new media in the
school; the vacations, tan, parties, winner of the national auditions
goodies,
and
peace
will
be
disfield
of art is being featured at
of
the
National
Federation
of
li
WHAT'S WORSE is the advanced countries will have torted. If there is some merit in Music Clubs will give during the UNM this month.
2pg,' to become ·interested in the lot of the backward J)eoples the crucifixion and resurrection, coming months.
An exhibit of Navy Combat
or
even
in
the
abundance
of
life,
Sharing
the
program
with
Miss
Art,
1941-65 will hang in the
!L,
again. An interest which will have to be fostered by the no matter bow it is attained, Grealish will be Prof. Raymond Student Union Ballroom from 9
I!.
2 · needy nations. themselves and an interest which, ironically, should not this eternal abundant Vaught, visiting professor of a.m. to 6 p.m., April 13-21. The
life be for us every day? Is it . music this year· from the Univer- show is under the sponsorship of
will be hard to arise because it appears that the pendulum gone so soon if we restrict it to sity of Hawaii.
the UNM detachment of NROTC,
holidays or special seasons? Life
A violist, Prof. Vaught will per- and features art works by various
of isolatibJialism is starting its upswing in many leading ·is every moment and every day. form with Miss Grealish in the Navy artists. Many of the works
It is not to be laid aside for spe· Brahms' Songs for Alto and were completed du1•ing wartime,
na1iions todlay, including the United States•
ciJll days. Let us live day to day1 Viola. Accompanist will be Jane amidst bombing and enemy atJansson not holida~"to holiday;
Snow, UNM profe11sor of music.
tacks.

Campus
Briefs
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Russian Professor
Will Speak at UNM
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Teachers Gather
For
Atomic Meet
Sixteen teacbera :fr01n colleges
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ST. FRANCIS, Wis., (CPS)This is the year that the college
woman really makes her mark
upon the body politic.
Last fall, Jane Bond, a student
at Mt. Holyoke College, was elected coroner of Princeton, N.J.
a:t'ter a write-in vote campaign.
Her job carries no salary and almost no duties. The coroner in
New Jersey is supposed to take
charge of the bodies of any shipwreck victims, but Princeton is
miles from the sea.
Now Louise Resmer, a 23-yearold University of Wisconsin law
student, is municipal judge-elect
in her hometown of St. Francis.
She ran as the only candidate with
legal eJrperience and swept every
ward in the election.
She admits to no previous legal
experience but said she's ready to
. carry out H. L. Mencken's description of a judge as "a law student
who grades his own papers."
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NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE StiCK DEODORANT
Dril)s as it applies •• , ln seconds. And srays dryl Gives
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protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it
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(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

ROOMMATES REVISITED
This morning's mail brought a letter from a student at
a prominent Western university (Princeton). "Dear Sir,"
he writes. "In a recent column you said it was possible to
get along with your roommate if you try hard enough.
Well, I'd like to see anyone get along with my roommate!
Mervis Trunz (for that is his name) practices the ocarina
all night long, keeps an alligator, wears knee-cymbals, and
collects airplane tires. I have tried everything I can with
Mervis Trunz, but nothing works. I am desperate. (signed)
Desperate."
Have you, dear Desperate, reaZZy tried everything? Have
you, for example, tried a measure so simple, so obvious,
that it is easy to overlook? I mean, of course, have you offered to share your Personna® Super Stainless Steel Blades
with Mervis Trunz?
To have a friend, dear Desperate, you must be a friend.
·And what could be more friendly than sharing the bounty
of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? Who, upon enjoying the luxury of Personna, the ntckless, scrapeless, tugless, backless, scratchless, matchless comfort of Personna,
the ease and breeze, the power and glory, the truth and
beauty of Personna-who, I say, after such jollies could
harden his heart against his neighbor? Nobody, that's who
-=-not even Mervis Trunz-especially not today with the
new Personna Super Blade bringing us new highs in speed,
comfort, and durability. And here is still a further bonus:
Personna \!lp.vai}abl~ ~otl)..in Dou.bl'i~l!}dgest~le and lnieetol'style.
·
•

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie ond Boutanniere.

Does -- '
this
,,
,,
spot ' '... __
feel sticky?

'

thinking PIANO?
SEE the YAMAHA PIANO

COAT and TROUSERS 6.50
-COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10.00

..

... '

Middle Atlantic Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools
which recently visited the academy will r~commend that the
school let up on military and
athletic requirements in ot•der to
allow students more time for
study.

MAKE THE EVENING
MEMORABLE-RENT A TUX!

.

j

f'..J

was hired "at least in part for ·
the reason that I could di$tinguish
between 'literacy and illiter;~cy in
reading and comprehension on the
college level.
"No member of the. administration is competent to make. that decision for me. The ability to so distalents that define me as a professional teacher, . that set my
capabilities in the classroom . off
from those of a janitor, a barber,
or a seaman. Deny it and one
denies much of my professional
reason for being."
It was learned last week that
an accrediting team from the

Competent Women·
Hold Law Positions

mer for a National Science Foundation-Atomic Energy Commis·
siQJI Institute in Radiation · Biology.
Similar institutes, to help train
well informed science teachers in
the college level have been held
at UNM each summer since the
late 1950's.
Dr. Loren Potter, chairman of
the UNM biology department, is
director of the 9-week program.

"

f

ulty members charge, that the
students ~now they will not fail
if most of the grades remain in
the· middle C category. ·
Allowed To 'Coast'
The academy's self-study said
as much when it acknowledged
that the system allowed students
to "coast." But school officials saY
the system is necessary because
they mu11t turn out a certain number of Naval officers every year
and they cannot allow large numbers of students to -fail.
Because of the system Vit~hum
wrote letters of protest last May
to the administration saying he

FIRST AND GOLD

widely separated over the nation
will gather on campus this sum-

Navy Combat Art
Exhibit Featured

.

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (CPS)-An
assistant professor of English is
leaving the United States Naval
Academy because of the school's
admitted policy of changing
grades. ·
Richard C. Vitzhum is the second faculty member in two weeks
to draw attention to the academy.
Last week, Kent Ponder, an· assistant professor of Spanish,
charged that his contract was not
being renewed because be bad refused to approve a passing grade
for a student who had scored 16
per cent on his• final written examination. The student, the son
of a high ranking naval officer,
received the passing grade anyway.
'rhe departure of the two faculty members is only a small part
of what has become a public dispute over the Naval Academy's
grading practices. The dispute, in
turn, reflects a deep concern
among some faculty members
over how swiftly the academy can,
or should, meet changing educational demands.
Limit On Failures
A self-study, released by the
academy last week, emphasized
that the need to curb academic
failures made it impractical to
"base grade distributions solely
on scholastic competence." The
report regretted that the limit on
failures has led to "coasting on
the part of a significant number
of middle C average midshipmen."
After the report was published,
however, Rear Adm. Draper L.
Kauffman said that as of next
September the academy will drop
the grading controls.
The system requires that only a
certain percentage of men in each
class and each course be allowed
to receive D and F grades. If after
all the papers for a given course
are graded and the department
chairman finds the percentage of
failures is too great, he merely
raises all of the grades so that
the number of failures falls within
the allowed percentage.
This means, a number of fac-

' The competition for. the 1967·
68 U.S. Government graduate·
grants for academic study or research abroad, and for professional traiuing in the creative
and performing arts, will open
officially on May 1, the Institute
of International Education announced today:
Competition Conducted
IIE conducts competitj.ons for
U.S. Government scholarships
provided by the Fulbright-Hays
Act as part of the educational and
cultural exchange program of the
U.S. Department of State. Under
this program, more than 850
American graduate students will
have the opportunity to lltudy in
any one of 53 countries.
Candidates who wish to apply
for an award must be U.S. citi·
zens at the time of application,
have a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent by the beginning date
of the grant and, in most cases,
be proficient in the language of
the host country. Selections will
be made on the basis of academic
and/or professional record, the
feasibility of the applicant's proposed study plan and pl!rsonal
qualifications. Preference is given
to candidates who have not had
prior opportunity for extended
study or residence abroad and
who are under the age of 35.
Experience Needed
Creative and performing artist!!
will not be required to have a
bachelor's degree but they must
)lave four years of professional
study or equivalent experience.
Applicants in social work must
have at least two years of professional experience after the
Master of Social Work degree.
Applicants in the field. of medicine must have an M.D. at the
time of application.

Mezzo-Soprano
To Play in Recital

"'
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Changing Policy Triggers ReSignation

Research Grants
Abroad Available
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No, dear Desperate, your problem with Mervis Trunz is
far from insoluble. In fact, as roommate problems go, it is
pretty small potatoes. Compare it, for example, to the classic case of Basil Metabolism and E. Pluribus Ewbank.
Basil and E. Pluribus, roommates at a prominent Eastern university (Oregon) were at an impassable impasse.
Basil could study only late at night, and E. Pluribus could
not stay awake past nine p.m. H Basil kept the lights on,
the room was too bright for E. Pluribus to sleep. H E. Pluribus turned the lights oft', the room was too dark for Basil
to study. What to do?
Well sir, these two intelligent American .kids found an
answer. They got a miner's cap for Basil! Thus, he had
enough light to study by, and still the room was dark
enough for E. Pluribus to sleep•
It must be admitted, however, that this ingenious solution had some unexpected sequelae. Basil got so enchanted
with his miner's cap that he switched his major from 18th
Century poetry to mining and metallurgy. Shortly after.
graduation he had what appeared to be a great strokeof
luck: while out prospecting, he discovered what is without
question the world'slargest feldspar mine. This might have
made Basil very rich except that nobody, alas, has yet discovered a use for feldspar. Today Basil, a broken man,
squeezes out a meagre living as a stalagmite in AUSilble
Chasm.
.
Nor has E. Pluribus fared conspicuously better. Once
Basil got the miner's cap. E. Pluribus was able to catch up
on his long-lost sleep. He woke after nine days, refreshed
and vigorous-more vigorous; alas, than he realized. It was
the afternoon of the Dean's tea. E. Pluribus stood in line
with his classmates, waiting to shake the Dean's band. At
last his tum came, and E. Pluribus, full of strength and .
health, gave the Dean a firm handshake-so firm, indeed,
that all five ot the Dea:n 's knuckles were permanently fused.
The Dean sued for a million dollars and, of course, won.
Today E. Pluribus, a broken man, is paying oft' his debt by
walking the Dean's cat every afternoon for ten cents an hour.
C lll811, Max Shulman

.

We. the maker• o{PeriiOnna Blade• and the •JJOruore of tht.
column, will rKJt attempt to e:cpertize about roommatea.
But we will tell rou about a 1re«t ahaDin1-mate to Peraonna .
-Burina ShtJfHISllt 1101Jb rln1• around.,.,., othfr lath.ertlt ,
comealn ,.,ular and menthol.
·
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By BOB EWEGEN
254043's card went into the be recognized as individual:;;. They administration
decided
they
would
Even
the
university
realized
Collegiate Pres:;; Service
machine. It !!hould not have been need to be dealt with a:;; if they have to live with her.
that
responsibility
is
only
part o:f•
There are many legends in punched with the code to allow have personal w11rth inherent
the
other
side
of
the
coin
o:f
freeTo. the students Randy became
Baghdad • by • the - Flatirons , but him to graduate. Randy's circuits within them. To reduce them to
dom.
The
rest
of
that
side
is
the
a
symbol
of
hope--a
court
of
last
none ts more touching than the hummed. The strange noise began the ma:;;s is to deny this dognity.
to
govern
authority
and
power
resort,
an
executive
clemency
fpr
..
legend of Randy, the IBM ma- again. The card emerged "To place them in interminable wrongs which knew n() other rf,l- your own acts.
punched. 254043 graduated as lines
chine with a heart.
for the sake pf administra- dre:;;s
It was not Utopia. There were
Randy didn't always have a planned in June,
tive
convenience
is
to
undermine
still
problems. But each student
And :;;he continued to live up to
Then there wa~;~ the case of their basic identity. To consider
heart of course. Originally she
and
:faculty
member at last felt
their
hope.
The
hours
system
was simply computer model EVO 269615. She wanted to drop a them as faceless equations to be
he
was
a
sepat·ate,
·distinct, val.
broke
down
because
she
garbled
at the university data processing course, It was a dull course. It manipulated as coldly as one does
uable
person
and
recognized
as
the
red
tape.
At
last
women
stucenter. Her job was simply to wa11 not cl)ntributing anything to a formula is to destroy something
such,
not
as
a
number.
dents
were
given
the
freedom
the
her
education.
She
wa:;;
working
handle those myriad IBM cards
p1·ecious in them.
men had enjoyed all along and the
Because all of the adminiswhich daily spew forth and guide and could not spare the time to
"They
are
not
programmed
was
dead
in
double
standard
properly
prepare
for
it.
She
felt
trative
that was :fot·cibly disthe destiny of all 14,700 of us
automatons
who
can
unthinkingly
Baghdad-by-the-etc.
that
since
it
was
her
ed~cation,
carded,
the
Regents even lowered
in the idyll.
perfo1·m seemingly meaningless
tuition!
·
she
had
the
righ,t
t11
take
it
at
The
registration
system
became
Randy worked well. All her cir- the rate she thought most ~seful tasks in service o:f a system which
so
snarled
that
the
University
had
'l'hey never found out just why
cuits knew their task and she
claims to be for their benefit.
to libemli;>;e its rule and require- Randy went astray that immortal
"They are not robot-like min.
diligently sorted out information to her.
Then an even more astonishing ions of· the ~tate. They are not ments-Randy would just refuse day in March. Some say th'e power
from the holes in the cards. Octhing
happened, Randy was fed faceless cogs in society, And they to go along with the more arbi- failure subtly altered Iter circuits.
casionally, when so programmed,
all14,700
IBM cards for a routine shall not be just numbers at this trary scheduling rules.
Some say a man in a 'black
she would give back a detailed anaccounting.
She
spewed
them
out
jacket and a black beard
leather
Many
students
who
were
failing
swer to a question.
University."
not
only
with
the
matriculation
who
o:ften
stood near the mechine
out
but
asked
:for
another
chance
But of course, Randy never
All o:f the community was got one. The financial aid system and stared with fierce eyes was
number
but
with
each
person's
thought. Machine:;; are not sup- name!
stunned by the memorandum stopped penalizing those students responsible.
posed to think. She was a useful,
which
was reprinted and who tried to help themselves.
Furthermore, Randy sent out a dubbed rapidly
But deep in the lore of students
responsible member of the total
"The
Randy
Statement."
Soon a funny thing happened. of Baghdad-by-the-Flatirons is
university community; she didn't long memorandum e.xplaining her
The
Unive1·sity
first
tried
to
rehave to think. Then one day there action. And not in that program- place Randy. But she cost $6 mil- Much of the ten:;;ion and nonsense another theory. Somehow, somewas a short power outage. Not ming code, either. She used plain lion and the state could not afford disappeared from the Multiver- ":ay,. they say, Randy developed a
sity. The atmosphere was like that Cll'cutt that was never programlong afterward, the trouble 1began. English!
a new one.
of
old Greece, where men :;;tudicd med into her. She developed a
Randy was programmed on that
Randy's memorandum said, in
They
tried
to
fix
Randy.
But
for
love of learning and not for characteristic that IBM never
fateful · day, March 12, 1968 to part:
not
matter
how
many
times
her
cumulative
grade points.
meant to impart:
handle discipline cases. Nu~ber
"1\len and women are not ma- circuits were inspected they could
Students
at last were treated
241620':;; card was fed jnto her. chines. They have a deep need to find nothing wrong. Finally the
Randy the IBM machine learned
as responsible and free citizens.
to Jove.
241629 was a coed. She had s,tayed
over night in a men's dorm without permission. They were both
adults. No third party suffered
any llarm from what they had
done. They had conducted their
affairs ·in privacy.
In short they had harmed no
one. But they were caught. Naturally, the girl was being expelled.
Humans had sat in judgment and
given their decision. They had
simply :fed the cards to Randy and
le:ft it up to her to handle the red
tape neces:>ary to coordinate the
girl's expulsion with the affected
administrators.
241629's cord was fed into the
machlne. The circuits hummed.
Then a strange clicking sound began. 241629 card never emerged
:from 'Randy. The proper administrative bodies never learnecf about
the action they were to ta!Ce. 'The
• coed stayed in school.
WeJJ, that was the first foul•up.
There were others. A senior
na!Jied 254043 was discovered to
be lacking in one course necessary for graduation. It was not a
course that was useful to his ca~
reer. It was not a course he was
interested in. He did not need the
total hours. The two hour course
was only necessary to fill an arbitrary requirement. Naturally,
254043 wouldn't graduate, thf oldministration decided.

BALTIMORE, Md. (CPS) -A
veteran of the Board of
of the University of
M ...l'vlllmrl has resigned her post in
o:f the hoard's policy re~~~:~~!,vC~om~munist speakers on
tr
campus.
Mrs. John L. Whitehur11t said in
letter to Maryland Governor J.
lUUtJai'u Tawes that she was quitbecause the board had gone
record as opposing a l!peaker
law that was then pending bethe state legislature.
The bill was never reported out
committee before Maryland's
Le~:isl.atlJre adjourned a week ago.
pa1sse,d, the bill would have
reqllirE!d the governing bodies of
- state school to "announce
apply a firm rule prohibiting
Communist sympathizer from
.peillking or participating in any
on their campus.
Veteran Support
large veterans groups in
i.fA,,.,l,mrl immediately went on
supporting Mrs. Whitethe only woman ever to
on the Maryland regents.
groups relea:;;ed a statement
focus attention on the deplorlack of understanding dis"'"l'""· by the board of regents.''
statement said "it is cerregrettable thai more of
regents have not attained your
Whitehurst's) stature •••
will stand by while the
Red propagandists un,.,..n;~, .. our educational system.''
Signing the policy statement :for
groups were the commanders
the state's American Legion,
latlholiic War Veterans, Disabled
Veterans, .Jewish War
Veterans of Foreign
and Veterans of World

ban and "we'll be right back there to our students.''
(the legislature) next time."
For Mrs. Whitehurst, the :future
The events that led to Mrs. of education in Maryland is not
Whitehurst's resignation began bright. "They'll (the Communists)
on March 25 when the speaker come now that they know they
ban question was discussed at a can," she. said. "You wait and see.
regents meeting. The bill pending They'll come, and why shouldn't
·
before the legislature was con- they?"
demned by the regents, the lone
dissenter of the action being Mrs.
CHIP TOLBERT
Whitehurst.
ESQUIRE'S FASHION EDITOR
''Why shouldn't we keep them
(the Communists) off our university campuses," she asked the reE·A·S·T·E·R·T·I·M-E! The very word begins to echo through the
gents. "They're winning every day
Three
groups
of
Peace
Corps
quadrangle
like an ignited stick of dynamite. Whatever other conof the week somewhere in the
trainees,
numbering
about
180
in
notations it may hold :for you, Easter V,llcation always comes· as a
world, and now we're going to let
all, will be at UNM this summer last-minute antidote through which you escape-just in the nick
them win here."
preparing for assignments in Co- of time--your impending nineteenth nervous breakdown and the
Denies Academic Freedom
But over her vehement objec- lombia, Chile and the Republic 11f breakneck pace of academic life. So, on your mark, get set, GO I
tions, the board decided that the Honduras. The new trainees are ·Chances are you'll be going South where the Spring grass is green
resolution "effects a denial of the scheduled to . arrive on campus and the tropic sunshine good and hot. Time, that is, for tips on
ideal of public education within June 19.
the broadest seope of academic
The Colombia group will be what to take along •.•
freedom.''
trained :for physical education
The board adopted as its policy youth development work. The NASSAU, ANYONE? No doubtT. S. Eliot wasn't
a personal letter Chairman contingent bound :for Chile will thinking of the Caribbean wben.he labeled April
Charles P. McCormick had sent be assigned to credit and fisherthe head. of the legislature's Edu-. men's cooperative programs .a,nd· the cruelest month-not by a long. spot. There's
cation Committee. In the letter, the Honduras group will be work- . Bermuda, sitting.like "an emerald in sapphire
McCormick said . the university ing in community development.
sea;" there'll Ft. Lauderdale, where the girls. are
would ·"lie severely, handicapped"
and where the boys follow after. On the West
if the students "are not allowed to
Coast, tb~re's La Jolla, or for the way out
discuss current issues with knowswingers, Newport Beach. And if you really
ledgeable people even though such
people may entertain views with
want to get aw~y from it all~ there's Mexico
which we are not in sympathy.''
City. But whether you find your pipe-dream under a volcano or
ln her letter to Governor Tawes, Your summer in Europe forless
under a swaying ·palm, remember. to play it safe. Take along at
Mrs. Whitehurst 11aid she was t~an $100 (including transporlezst one dark suit, a lightweight poly!)ster and wool or a cotton
resigning becau:;;e "I cannot con- · tation). For the first time in
blend. You never know wheU: you might be invited up to the Govtinue to serve with regents who
1 h'
b
d'
cannot see the havoc the Commu- trave Istory you can uy 1ernor's mansion for drinks on the patio.
nists have created throughout the rectlyfromtheTourWholesaler
world and what they propose to saving you countless dollars.
FOR THAT SMART,.young millionaire look, you couldn't do better
do in the future.''
Job offers may alsQ be obtain-than
select your dress-up resort wear in Navy blue. Dark gray's
Later she told the Maryland ed with no strings attached. For
okay, and olive will do, but royal Navy bas a rich, crisp look college
Diamondback, "I agree with the a "do-it-yourself" pamphlet
·
men like. And, incidentally, there's no time like the present to look
arguments that the young people with J'obs discount tours and
Will Continue Push
should know about the philosophy
1' · '
d •1 {f
for a Permanent Press suit. It'll keep the wrinkles out as Summer .
The original legislaturll resolu- of Communism but we have com· apJ? lCattons ~en 'II!
0~ macomes sailing in.
tion was also prompted by these· petent teac})ers on the campus who tenal, handhn,g, ~1r mail) to
g,....u.,.., -M;arylami''-•J'ewiah·-,War"·"C&n inform·thenr,· instead' of allow~· · Dept. W., International Travel
Veter~n Comm!'ndm: Meyer Soko~ ing the Communist propagandists 'Est. 68 Herrengasse, Vaduz
WEAR WITH IT, a· white or pale tone button
low ~a1d. He satd the groups would to u:;;e our university to sell their Liedltenstein (Switzerland) '
down shirt. It may be striped (and here the
contmue to push :for a speaker atheistic, dictatorial way o:f life
'
eolor scheme of things is getting bolder and
brighter every day), or a solid color. Best bets:
pale blue, pale lemon, pink, or a creamy tan
shade. The new Permanent Press dress shirts
are great for travel for obvious reasons: you
wash them out at night, and the next morning,
without ironing (or puckered seams) they're
back in perfect shape. Take along a couple of
ties : a bright, bold paisley, a repp stripe, and
make sure they sport the new, fashion-right,
wider widths.
~3-·veBL·r

'

~I ~

,J

To Europe
_·below$100

Slacks Appear:,)'

MAKE THE CASUAL SCENE in a Madras or
polyester/cotton seersucker sport jacket. Here,
your color and pattern choice may be as wild
as your taste permits. You'll need a pair of dark,
medium, or light gray dress slacks, and your
choice should depend on coordination with the
jacket. Jeans or chinos, three or four pairs, lowl'ise, hip-bugging, and tapered in faded blue or
a wheat color, are mandatory. Make sure they
have bttilt~in wash-and-wear capabilities. Ditto
with your sport shil'ts. Select three or four in
the poptda1• Henley style in lightweigh~ woven
fabrics, and a couple of cotton/polyestel' knits.
ON THE BEACH let your imagination drift around the sand
castles. But before you make the beach scene, be sm·e you'1·e equipped
with several new swim shorts. Big, splashy Hawaiian surfe1· trunks
(usually available with matching shirts), and the new Basketball
swim shm·t styles will be among the most popular this season. Most
young men prefer them in trim, athletic, form-fitting models, and
the word for surfing '66 is COLOR. Bright, burning reds, vivid yellows, flashy greens, and wild prints are the top contenders.

'

'

''

1111"

THE TWILIGHT CHILL calls for a couple of colorful sweatshirts,
and a bulky, loose-knit "Poor Boy" sweatet•, Sneakers and sandals
are a must, of course, but even more imperative are shades and a
good suntan lotion. Slip a pair of black loafet·s into your suitcase,
zip it up, check out your t·eservations, and be off! .

Phone 242-7701

Dear;~s Convention

~.

a

ASHER

Three representatives of the
UNM dean, of women's office are
attending the national convention o:f the National Association
of Women's Deans and Counsel'ors through Sunday in. Washing.
.D. C. They are Miss Karen

~

.

.

Writing Contest
Deadline Is Set

I

By

Peace Corps Trains
At UThis Summer

Nothing Can Top

The Department of English at
UNM has announced April 18 as
deadline for the department's creative writing contest.
:rhe :rhunderpird, literary magazme, ts workmg in conjunction
with the English Department in
se~ecting ~i~ners and awarding
prtzes. Wmmng entries will be
P?blished in the spring Thunderbtrd.
Dianne Casey, editor of the
magazine and her assistant Louis
Calvillo-Capri have ann~unced
the awards to be given by the
English Department and Thunderbird. They are: the Kappa
Kappa Gamma award for poetry
$25; Kappa Alpha Theta award~
f~r poetry, $15 and $10; Phi
S1gma Kappa playwriting award
for the best one-act play, $35, 11nd
th~ Lenna M. Todd memorial
prt~es :for short stories or narrattve sketches, $50, $25 and $15.
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rYland Regent Member
esigns to Protest Policy

Extensive Campus Love Affair Exposed
.
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NEXT MONTH, we'll survey Spring and Summer fashions in depth.
Meanwhile, give our regards to the gang, and make eve1·y moment
count. Smooth sailing •••
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N. M. State Dumped 12-0, 7-4
After spanking downstate rival
lofew Mexico State on Friday
afternoon, 21-4, UNM's baseball
team took both ends of a doubleheader on Saturday afternoon,
12-0 and 7-4.

Twirlers' future
Is Center of Row
COLLEGE PARK, Md, (CPS)In the interest of greater marching efficiency, the University of
Maryland band is trying to get rid
of its baton twirling majorettes,
but the idea has met a wall of protest from students who like to
watch the girls.
Band Ignored?
Says band director Acton Ostling Jr., who has the support of
the band's executive committee:
"It is our conviction that dancing majorettes are not in keeping with the fine marching band
presentations. We have a fine
marching band and football halftimes should be devoted to marching band presentations."
On the other side is students
government leader Ted Levin:
"Nobody looks at the band. The
stadium's too small to see the
formations anyway. Some of
those girls are good, and they
have a right to be there."
He charged that the status of
girls has fallen during the past
few years "ever since the girls on
the honor guard were ordered to
wear longer skirts;''
No Girls, No Band
And he claimed that since the
student government spends $6,000
of its $16,000 budget each year
on the band, it has a t•ightful say
about what's happening to the
majorettes.
Right now the discussions have
reached a stalemate. Ostling
claims the band can't be professional with the girls, and student
government doesn't want the band
without girls.

~-·
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Two of New Mexico's top tennis players, Steve Foster and Ted
Russell, did not play against Texas Western Saturday afternoon
but the Lobos still managed to
soundly defeat the visitors from
El Paso, 5-2.
New Mexico took all five singles matches but lost both doubles
matches. UNM singles winners
in.eluded Tony. Bull, Jeff Quinn,
Bill Taylor, Bob Stehwien, and
Dave Tieman.
In the doubles matches the
UNM team of Tony Bull and Bill
Taylor lost to Billy Witholder and
Bob Macias; and John Beyer and
Steve Jollensten of UNM lost to
Alex Saavedra and Jim Humphry.

\- ,_,
(

.,'i•
r'
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in the two-game affair, five in the ·
fh·st game and one in the second.
In winning the first game on
Saturday, pitche1· Ralph Sallee
upped his season record to 4-2
while Jim Kalk also upped his
record to 2-1 for the season.

Senior Jim Kalk

Computer Study WAC Cage Official
•
To
Work
at
Tourney
Accepts Tramees
~thletic

Rudy Marich, Western
Conference basketball official, has
been selected to officiate in the
1966 World Basketball Tournament, April 15-30, in Santiago,
Chile, according to notification
received Tuesday by Paul WBrechler, WAS commissioner. ·
A resident of Greeley, Colo.,
Marich was chosen by the United
States Pan-American Games committee. One official was selected
from each participating country.
Teams from the United States,
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Matison Voted Top Athlete
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Seminars Are Set
On Mental Health

Bold New Breed from

--ARROW.--
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Chaaka Selections

Applications are being accepted
until April 22 from currently enrolled students in the University
for the Data Processing Training
Program. The third class to enter
this program will commence its
work with the forthcoming summer session.
UNM and the Albuquerque AsAny student, regardless of
0
soeiation for Mental Health will
major, may apply for the program
sponsor six seminars on mental
The former South Vietnamese health on successive Monday
which requires 14 months of
study. The curricul1,1m can be
ambassador to the United Na- nights, beginning April 18.
taken concurrently with other detions, Tran Van Dibn, is schedThe six .seminars are designed
uled to lecture on campus April f or t eachers a nd othe rs 1'nteres t ed
gree work except in the summer
sessions which require , full time
29 and 30.
in the health needs of children and
The Vietnamese diplomat will the present resources available in
attention to the program. During Russia, Yugoslavia, and Hungary
the fall and spring semesters, stu- are among those entered.
discuss an "Asian View of the the schools and community to
dents take a systems programMarich was an official in the American Student," in a talk on mee't those needs.
ming course which meets one hour NCAA semi-finals at Lubbock, April 29. The following night he
Each leeture, to be followed by
daily.
Tex., the National Association of will lecture on the war in Viet questions and answers, will begin
Description Given
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) Nam. His lectures are being spon- at 7:30 on Monday nights.
A full description of the pro- tournament, and the national sored by the Student Council and
Registration will be April 18.
gram is given in the University AAU tournament in Denver this will be open to the public without All the seminars will be open to
catalog. Students who have al- :.y_ea_r_._.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ch_a_r~g=-e,_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _th_e_public and free.
ready completed the required academic courses will, of course not
have to retake them.
To be considered for selection,
'
students must have at least a 2.0
A
button-down
in
a
basket
weave.
GPA overall and have passed the
(Something old, sometlliDg aew.)
English proficiency exam.
Students should request application to the program at the Data
This Arrow shirt gives you best of
Processing Center, located in the
both worlds. (1) A long-pointed
faculty office wing of the College
collar
role in the most authentic
of Education Complex. The Data
Processing Center then secures an
tradition. (2) A husky-looking
advisement copy of student recbasket weave that updates
ords, including the current midordinary oxford, For other
term grade report.
Olfers Opportunity
interesting features, check the
Students whose career fields are
tapered body; back pleat and
becoming dependent upon comloop; back collar button. Lots of
puters might do well to look into
this opportunity. The program is
unusual stripes to choose from.
quite difficult, but the potential
$5.00. You expected to pay more?
awards appear to be great.

Ex-Asian Envoy
T Lecture Here

'•

athletes did well in the meet, .
Glenn Winningham of Arizona
University bl·oke the meet r!lcord
for the javelin thro~ with a
mark of ~30 feet, one mch.
Matson Upset
Also out of the University of
Arizona, Jon Cole upset Texas
A&M'a Randy Matson in the· discus. Cole threw the platter 185
feet, 8 inches. Cole placed second
in the shot to Matson wi.th a
throw of 60 feet. Matson :;~et a
meet record in the event with a
put of 63 feet.
--------Chaaka will have its selection
meeting to choose new members
for the '66-'67 school year at 7:30
in the Faculty Lounge of the
Union on Thursday, April 21. All
members are urged to attend.

Wednesday, April20, 1966

Committee Sets
Regulations for
Election Posters

"

Five Tracksters Finish Third
In Civitan Relays; Wisconsin Wins
Only five members of New Mexico's powerful track and field
team entered the Civitan Relays
at Memphis, Tenn. Saturday, ~ut
the Lobos finished third behmd
the winner Wisconsin and Memphis State. In addition, Rene Mati·
son was voted the meet's outstanding athlete.
Matison set a university division 100-yd. dash record of :Q9.5.
He also ran legs on the 440-yd.
and 880-yd. relays. New Mexico's
880 team won that event which
tied a meet record at 1:26.6.
'Vere Victorious
The 440 relay team of Bernie
Rivers, Steve Caminiti, Jim Singer and Matison was also victorious in the winning time of :41.9.
The Lobos high jumper, Jeff
Brannon, placed second in the
event to the University of Ariz~>na's Mike Lang. Lang cleared
the bar at 6-8¥... Brannon cleared
at 6-6.
athletes did well in the meetaoliu
Western Athletic Conference

EXICOLOBO
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The election committee .has announced the following places for
the posting of camlJa~gn material:
the education complex, the engi.
neering complex, the anthropology
building, the Union, and the I'esidence halls.
Committee member Rick Hess
told the LOBO that all rules for
the designated areas must be followed. If not, the student will face
penalty of action from student
court.
The rules for the education
complex are: campaign material
may be placed in the classroom
windows on the southwest. They
must f;1ce outside. There is to be
no tape on the walls.
In Mitchell Hall, all large bulletin boards may be used. The
strip above the boards may not
be used. There is to be no tape
on the walls.
In the engineering complex
there is to be no tape. All bulletin
boards may be used and other
plaees with the permission of the
dean of engineering.
In the residence halls materials
may be placed anywhere with the
permission of the governing body.
No tape may be used.

~

(Continued from Page 1)
ation. Outside of the UNM campus, but within the Albuquerque
com11,1unity, the four-year stretch
can be made more meaningful by
programs such as the NSA Tutorial ~roject and community action
work in the economically depressed areas and other-endeavors
needy of volunteer support.
In general, this university is
in dire need of a revitalization
that would make a majority of its
students aware of the pressing
problems that exist just within
their immediate environment. The
only way to fight the apathy
which stifles a multiversity such
as the University of New Mexieo
is to provide programs, projects
and services which interest and
motivate its students.
Consequently, if elected, I will
always be available, interested
aitd willing t!l eonsider any ideas
or suggestions that would be of·
fered by any student at UNM.
··~ .'i
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Session Is Called
To Settle Issues
Over Allocations·
•

MRS. AVIS ~URNEY (!lecond from. right) of tb.e Frances Lynn home for unwed mothers discussed
the role of sex an tb.e family at last mght's A.W.S. meeting. Other members of the panel included Dr
N!H'dmDanZeof the psychology department, Father Burns of the Newman Center, Diana Mealier of AWS
an
r. pper of the Education department.

Platform Is Explained lnternotiono\C\ub
O!!.?E.l~~!'!.!!~.
By ·Pres,·den·t,·at Hopeiuf
Tj
Dan Dennison has announced
his candidacy for student body
president. Dennision is a junior
majoring in social studies and
education. He has served on the
Student Sen11-te and Student
Council. Presently he is treasurer .
of the Associated Students and
president of the New Mexico College Student Governments. He is
also a member of the Committee
on the University, Navy ROTC
and an advisor at Coronado Dorm.
Dennison is running with Jim
McAdams who is a candidate for
student body vice-president. Dennison said 1!!!.
· t he feels that he
and McAda.J.fs. have the most experience ana they hope to make
Student Government more relevant to the students at UNM.
Dennison's platform is as follows:

I would like to briefty outline
some of the primary objectives
that I would have if I am elected
to the office of student body president Principle:
Student government can and
should have a viable place within
our student community. This,
however, has not always been the
case. I attribute this primarily to
the fact that students have not
been as responsible as they could
have. I believe that a student
leader has a moral responsibility
to provide the work and continuity that his positi!ln requires.
I_feel that students need to expand their horizons while at the
University. Extended .involvement
in soeial and political aetion on
campus and in our community is
necessary. A greater student voice
in the poiieies and alfairs ~Jf the

·j

'':.

ADV!pRTISING RATES:

4 l1ne ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must Le suhmittetl by nootl on day be(Orc
,,_~bJicali~n. to Room 159, Student Publica.. ·

t10ns IluddmJ(, Phone 277·4002 or 277-H02.
FORSAL'E
MUST s~JJ or trade-Porsohe 1959 hardtop
con~ert.ble, Make offer. Call Dr. Chapme.n,
2UK-l4H:4,

;.

:

4..13, 27

SEttVlCE!i
'l'YPEWJilTER sales & repair, Special
ra{(..g ttt UNM students: on ttll mnchin~
l,,r~c pickup & delivery.. E & Jij Type:

-··.

W~•tc!

St!rvlcc. 2217 Coal SE, phone
243·0.,8H.

Pl~RSONAJ.~'[Zf.~D nnd cretttlve alteration~
and J'(!!itYii..m~. S'C\Vfnr..e ttn(l mending. Mrs.
HtJV9r~ 201 Stnnfm·rl SJtj (close to Univm·~uty J,

·phone

242-7&:J~.

Pr>I!SONALS
GREETING cards for ev~ry occn•ion. Contemtlorary. Mother•.s Day, Also QUI!ltity
Wedding lnvttations. Grc.q;hatn's Houso ot
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas NE.
!•'LYING •tudent.• ehe~k our 'new lowe;
rnlc<. A~k nbout the $5.00 introductory
tJff<H·. Many aflditlonul fentur~Jt: nt no
c~trn co•t. Call South\vestern Skyway•.

DATES WANTED. Comt>ntlblc dates nra
now matched by computer. At>nllcntiohk ·
nvnilalole rrom DATE MATE, P. 0. llox
1576, AlbUr!UI!r<IUC, N.M. 87103. 4/lG, 18,
20, 21.
'
•

JIM McADAMS and Dan Dennison, candidate& for preaident
and vice preaident of the atudent body discuas Dennison's plat•
.. (orm in J'reparatlon for the c:omming elections. , • . •

University is a necessary. A
great emphasis upon the objectives of the University needs to
be incorpoarted within all student programming. A greater
number of students need to be
olfered opportunities to gain the
'Valuable experience available
through the decision making process of student government. An
inpartial and equitable attitude
needs to be shown to all students.
Students need to show greater
responsibility in the handling of
student funds as well as a general
improvement of the administration of all programs enacted.
Specific: Programs:
Improved Campus Tutoring Program
Better Speakers with better publicity
Increased student involvement in
Community soeial issues
Exerted effort for lnt'l House. ·
Financial phase out of student
publications so they may become
autonomous.
Uecruitment of student into student gov't through Uni\", College
More soeial activities on campus
on weekends
Work on campus beautificationmore grass
Incorporation of students on more
faculty and administrative committees and agencies
Expanded Free-University
Further development of regional
student conference
Development and use of National
and International all'airs assembly
Close coordination with Library to
see that book, hours and facilities
are adequate
Creation of council of Organiza·
tiona) Presidents for communication
Encouragement of intellectual discussions, seminars, etc.
Adequate administration of in· .
tramural programs
Adequate administrati!ln ·of park·
ing violations
PUTI'ING NEW GOV'T ON
SOUND BASIS FOR SU:iJSE·
QUENT YEA.ns

'

'

"
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CL~SSlFIED

No. 95

$201,809 Budget
For '66-67 School Year

Sam Carnes
Is for Senate

,,.,

---·

The first shutout of the- Sl;lason
was pitched by Ralph Sallee in
the first game.
Kalk Won, Too
Jim. Kalk won the seeond game;
and with relief from Bill Posen
got a four hitter.
In the second contest New Mexico got good stick support from
catcher Dave Shetler and\ third
baseman Mike Moyet•, Shetler
went three for three, accounting
for three t•uns while Moyer went
three for three and accounted fol'
two runs.
In the first game outfieldet' Ron
Bunt went two fo1• four while accounting for two runs and shortstop Paul La Prarie went two for
three while accounting for two
runs.
Had 26 Hits
All in all, New Mexico pounded
New Mexico State Aggie pitchers
for 26 hits for the two games.
The Lobos made only six errot·s

EW

i

UNetm.en Romp
TW Miners, 5-2
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night by the International Club
in a letter sent to the LOBO.
The letter from International
Club, an organization of Foreign
students. on campus, said that
Sandoval had the only "necessary
and sufficient qualifications for
such an important position." ,
The letter was signed by Adbul
Waile who is president of the
club and the organization's executive committee.
Sighting Sandoval's interest in
foreign students at UNM, the
letter said, "We want to point
out that Jess was the only student body officer in the past who
bothered to deal with our problems and help us.''
"We strongly believe that if
elected he will continue to help
the foreign students," the letter
continued making .special reference to Sandoval's pledge to help
establish a foreign student cen·
ter.
The letter urged all International Club members and foreign
students to vote for Sandoval.

Students Can Meet.
Senate Candidates
Several candidates for student
senate will hold a "meet the candidates" session today at the
round table in the lobby of the
Union.
.
All intet•ested students and
other candidates are invited to
attend the~ session which started
at 10 a.m.
· Candidates participating are
Marci Bowman, Lynna Joseph,
Charles Miller, Tom Horn, Jim
Leonard, Leroy Brimhall,

Delegates
The annual spring conference of the New Mexico Association of College Student Governments will be held at tJNM
this weekend. Applications for
delegates to the conference are
available in the Activities Cell·
tet• of the Union.

By CHUCK ~bLAND
. LOBO Staff Writer
Student Council and Student
Senate finished work on the 196667 Associated Students budget in
a joint session Tuesday afternoon.
The joint sesion was called ~' ·
Senate President · . Dick Baker
after Council 1·efused to agree tO
three of Senate's recommendations. The three allocations in
question were those for Action
C~mmittee on Human Rights,
International Club, and Las Campanas. Council had recommended
$100, $440, and $117; respectively,
and Senate changed these to $500
$900, and $175, respectively.
The joint session resolved
these differences and Council and
Senate reached agreement on allocations of $500 for ACORR,
$860 for International Club, and
$117 for Laa Campanaa.

The finished version of the budget, which wilt go tO the Astiociated Students :for approval in
the general election Friday, is r~
printed below.

Organization
A./location
ACOHR
$500
AWS
600
Business Office
10,090
Chaparrals
850
Cultural Committee
21,750
Debate Council
7, 700
Drama
2,450
Sngineers Joint Council
1,235
International Club
860
Intramurals
14,741
Las Campanas
117
Model UN
1,290
Mortar Board
545
Music Department
17,500
Publications Board
58,800
Radio Board
15,500
Student Council
34,438.13
Union Program Directorate 10,440
City Residents' Council
32f.k
Mountaineering Club
195
Rifle and Pistol Club
86
Inter-Religious Council
270
Kiva Club
300
Latin American Desk
0
Student Court
31
Young Americans for Freedom 0
Spurs
o
Reserve Fund
1,158.87
TOTAL
$201,809.00
:
J'j:!lrmarks:
Program Directorate, $240 for
ll1agazine subscriptions
Student Council
Speakers Program, 5,955
NSA Tutorial, 333.13
Student Court, 605
SDS, 1,500
.Foreign Student Loan Fund,
1,000
Chapat•rals-contingent upS:.\"
chartering
Drama-for those portions of
the program that do not include
academic credit.
Music-to exclude the departmental fund as outlined in the
budget sub~itted to the Budget
Advisory
Committee,
leaving
Band, Orchestra, Opera, and
Chorus.
·
Contingent upon the final ap·
proval of the propsed constitu·
tion, the Student Council budget
shall become. the Student Senate
budget and the AStJNM Treasurer will be responsible for transferring executive or administra·
tive funds to the proper accounts.
;;
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